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PROMOTION RECOMMENDATION
The University of Michigan
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Eric Johnsen, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
College of Engineering, is recommended for promotion to associate professor of mechanical
engineering, with tenure, Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering.
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Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of
Michigan
Post-Doctoral Fellow, Center for Turbulence Research, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA, USA

Summary of Evaluation:
Teaching: Professor Johnsen is an effective teacher and excellent advisor. Since joining the
University of Michigan, he has taught a core undergraduate course (ME320) and two graduate
courses (ME520 and ME523) in fluid mechanics. Student comments testify that Professor Johnsen is
an excellent teacher who is caring, knowledgeable, approachable and patient. His advising and
mentoring performance is outstanding. He has graduated three Ph.D. students and is now advising
10 plus several M.S. students. He is praised by his graduate students to be an excellent advisor who
is good at identifying important research topics, engaging in the research process, and being strongly
supportive of students’ development as scientific researchers. His mentorship is also well
demonstrated through the many papers that he has published with his students.
Research: Professor Johnsen has been performing scholarly research and is building a great
reputation in the technical areas of multi-scale modeling, high-fidelity computation and the
fundamental investigations of fluid mechanics and multi-physics problems. His research draws from
applied mathematics, numerical analysis, physical modeling and high-performance computing to
develop novel techniques for numerical simulations and modeling of flow phenomena. His group
uses these tools to uncover the basic physics underlying complex multi-scale and multi-physics
flows, and finds applications in biomedical engineering, energy sciences and transportation
engineering. He has developed a strong research program at the University of Michigan, with a good
mix of single-investigator grants (including the NSF CAREER and ONR YIP awards) and larger
collaborative projects, from NSF, ONR, NIH, DoE and Ford. Professor Johnsen has been publishing
research findings in top refereed journals in his field, with over 20 journal papers published since
arriving here (all with his UM students). He has also been active in presenting at important
conferences in his field and has been invited to give talks at various institutions. All external referees

are positive, praising his research quality and scholarship. Overall, Professor Johnson has developed
a very strong research record with outstanding potential.
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Service: Within the Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME), Professor Johnsen has been a
good citizen. He has been on the department seminar committee and served as coordinator for the
junior faculty mentoring lunch for an academic year; he has served as a member of the ME faculty
search committee, graduate program committee, and the undergraduate program committee. He has
also been active in research computing organizations at the college and university level. Externally,
he has been very active in serving the technical community. He is a member of the American
Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics Fluid Dynamics Technical Committee. He has organized
symposia for various conferences in his field and hosted the 2015 Office of Naval Research Naval
International Cooperative Opportunities Program on cavitation erosion. Professor Johnsen has
reviewed many technical papers for a variety of scientific journals and proposals for NSF, NIH and
DOE.

External Reviewers:
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Reviewerr A: “Dr. Joh
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forr high qualityy numerical ssimulations. …Dr. Johnssen
has madee important brreakthroughss in developin
ng algorithm
ms that simulttaneously adddress the
requiremeents of interfface capturing
g and turbuleence in comppressible flow
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originality
y, depth, creaativity, and energy,
e
comb
bined with thhe ability to choose good pproblems andd
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onal commun
nity and is a leader
l
in his field.”
Reviewerr B: “Eric’s contribution
c
to the field has
h been reallly fundamenntal. …Eric’ss work on buubble
dynamicss in multiphase flows is ju
ust as impressive.”
Reviewerr C: “I perso
onally consideer Dr. Johnseen as a leadinng expert in tthe field of computationaal
fluid dynamics.”
Reviewerr D: “I consiider him to bee a top-notch
h researcher. …In my heaad, he is ‘the person’ in addding
material models
m
to bu
ubble dynamics from a flu
uids perspectiive. …I offeer his case forr promotion with
tenure my
y strongest an
nd unqualifieed support. I encourage yyou to promoote him!”
Reviewerr E: “I believ
ve Prof. John
nsen has estab
blished a stroong reputatioon as serious computationnal
scientist … His work is rigorous and
a of high qu
uality and puublished in thhe top most aarchival
journals…
…”
Reviewerr F: “I have a very positiv
ve impression
n of Prof. Johhnsen’s reseaarch: this derrives from thhe
novelty of
o his work, th
he range of application
a
arreas, the them
matic focus oon a valuable area of expeertise
(interfacees and comprressibility), an
nd his consid
derable produuctivity. I w
would rate Proof. Johnsen as
being at or
o near the to
op in terms off high quality
y research coontributions aamong his peeer group.”
Summary
y of Recomm
mendation: Prrofessor John
nsen is a greaat asset to thee University oof Michigan. He
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nt advisor. He
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n publishing high qualityy papers in topp journals. H
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good citizzen in serving the universsity and his teechnical com
mmunity. It is with the suupport of the
College of
o Engineerin
ng Executive Committee that
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associate professor off mechanical engineering,, with tenure,, Departmentt of Mechaniical Engineerring,
College of
o Engineerin
ng.
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